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ABSTRACT

One important modelization of a transport code working on a coarse
energy mesh is the self-shielding.

The French transport code APOLLO2, developed at the Commissariat à
l'Energie Atomique, uses a self-shielding formalism based on a double
equivalence. First a homogenization gives the reaction rates in a heterogeneous
geometry, and then a multigroup equivalence gives, once the reaction rates are
known, the self-shielded cross-sections.

The homogenization is a very sensitive part because it is the one which
requires physical modelizations. We have added a new model which allows us
to treat numerous narrow resonances statistically distributed in the same
group of the multigroup mesh. It is important to notice that for a narrow
resonance isolated in a group, that new model is equivalent to the previous
narrow resonance model (NR).

INTRODUCTION

The self-shielding cross-sections are defined by preserving the geometry
dependent reaction rates on each group of the resonance range. Since the actual
flux is unknown, the reaction rates are performed in an equivalent
homogeneous medium which preserves the resonance integral calculated with
an approximate slowing down model for the resonant scattering. Homogeneous
reaction rates are calculated by a fine multigroup code. In order to use one
parameter tabulations, we simplify the setting in which tlie equivalence is
performed by considering a slowing down problem with given moderator
sources. In this way, we represent all the non resonant cross sections by a
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single background cross section. The spatial domain is divided into several
self-shielding regions grouping media where resonant mixtures are the same.
For each group of the resonance range and each self-shielding region, an
homogeneous equivalent medium will be found. This equivalence process
depends on energy and space. The energy dependence allows the fitting of the
approximate slowing down model to the treated resonance. Until now, three
approximate slowing down models were used : the narrow resonance model
(NR), the wide resonance model (WR) and an intermediate model where the
flux is a linear combination of the NR and WR fluxes. The NR and WR models
are available for isolated resonances in a group.

Usually, the NR approximation is used for high energies (above 50 eV)
and the WR approximation for low energies (below 50 eV). But it is clear that
at high energies, resonances are not isolated. Therefore, we have developed a
new model allowing to treat numerous narrow resonances statistically
distributed in a group, the statistical model (ST). Of course we qualified
physically this model by comparing its results to those given, in the same
conditions, by two reference codes, a slowing down one and a Monte Carlo
one.

THEORY

The problem is the modelization of the heavy slowing down operator for
numerous resonances statistically distributed in a group. At lethargy u this
operator is given by :

ru
Gs(u) P(u—>u) O(u) du,•f

where E, Os, P and O are respectively the maximum lethargy gain, the heavy
scattering cross section, the elastic scattering kernel from lethargy u' to
lethargy u and the flux. With the hypothesis of elastic collision and isotropic
angular distribution in the centre-of-mass coordinate system,

= exp(u'-u)/(l-cc),

where :

and A is the ratio of the heavy isotope mass to the mass of a neutron.

For a heavy isotope, E is very small and the exponential can be replaced
by a constant which is given by the normalization condition :
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I P(u'-->u) du' = 1
JU-E

So, for any heavy isotope the slowing down operator can be replaced by :

') O(u') du'. «= \\ Os(u')
/u-e

Now, we use the hypothesis of numerous narrow resonances statistically
distributed in the group, and then we can replace the mean value on the
interval [u-e,u] by the mean value on the group g :

os(u) <ï>(u) du'.

With that modelization of the heavy slowing down operator, we can solve the
homogeneous and heterogeneous slowing down equations and then perform the
heterogeneous/homogeneous equivalence of the homogenization phase.

PHYSICAL QUALIFICATION

The suitable energy range for the self-shielding is the energy range
mainly governed by the slowing down process. So the first reference code is a
slowing down one, SECOLl, working on a very fine multigroup mesh (about
8000 groups). The second reference code is a pointwise Monte Carlo one,
TRIPOLI.

The qualification computations use the geometry of a light water cell with
three regions : the fuel, the clad and the moderator. We utilize one aluminium
clad in order to avoid interferences between the clad and the fuel. The fuel is
dioxide with only one resonant isotope (U238, Th232 or Pu240). We use ten
equivolumetric regions in the fuel, which is enough to get a good
representation of the flux. The qualification consists in a source calculation.
We emit one neutron with a flat distribution in the moderator and we
determine, for one neutron slowing down below 1.51 keV, the absorption rate
for the heavy nucleus between 1.51 keV and the thermal cut-off.

The Table I gives the heavy absorption rate in the fuel, in units of 10-5,
obtained with the three codes for the total energy range. The error bar is the
one sigma confidence interval of the Monte Carlo calculations. We can see



that, with the ST model, the APOLLO2 calculations are inside the error bar of
TRIPOLI.

The Table II gives the ratio between the absorptions in the peripheral and
in the internal areas. The effect of the ST model is very significant on the
gradient and, with the exception of U238, the APOLLO2 calculations are in
the one sigma confidence interval of TRIPOLI.
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TABLE I

Calculation options

TRIPOLI

SECOL

APOLLO2

10 regions

NR+WR

ST+WR

Uranium 238

19582±144

19585

19441

19469

Thorium 232

11812±84

11790

11713

11751

Plutonium 240*

19471 ±108

19541

19385

19466

ABSORPTION ON THE FUEL PIN

FROM 2.77 TO 1510 eV (units of 10-5)

* 5 to 1510 eV
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II

Calculation options

TRIPOLI

SECOL

AP0LL02

10 regions

NR+WR

ST+WR

Uranium 238

3.054±0.031

3.087

3.176

3.147

Thorium 232

2.796±0.028

2.781

2.840

2.770

Plutonium 240*

2.506±0.025

2.514

2.581

2.520

ABSORPTION GRADIENT ON THE FUEL PIN

FROM 2.77 TO 1510 eV (units of 10"5).

5 to 1510 eV


